PERCEPTION OF EDUCATORS ON THE MEDIATION ROLE OF EASE OF USE IN PREDICTING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACHER COMPETENCE AND USE BEHAVIOUR

Abstract:
This paper analyses the relationship between the teacher technology competence and their use of technology under the mediating influence of ease of use. The paper presents a set of results that are empirically tested on a sample of 387 high school and higher secondary school teachers from across 14 districts in Kerala, a southern state in India. A majority of these respondents had a teaching experience of more than eleven years and had been using computers for more than five years. The results reveal that technology competence among these teachers was moderately but positively correlated to their actual use of technology and this relationship was found to be mediated by ease of use of technology. The paper discusses the implications of these findings and makes recommendations to leverage these relationships so as to achieve greater technology integration.
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Introduction

Educational technologies have brought about fundamental differences to the teaching learning environment in schools. While application of appropriate technological processes and the practice of ICT facilitates learning in students and elicits improved performance, there is an ongoing debate on the varied roles of teachers in ICT Integration[1][2][3]. Although these educational technologies do not curb the existing teacher roles, they do introduce some newer redefined responsibilities for teachers of being more than mere instructors to becoming facilitators and co-creators of the learning environment. Teachers now have the onus of mediating and collaborating between the students and the vast ocean of information made available by the digital world so that students are able to model appropriate ICT behavior[4].

Researchers have pointed out that teachers’ attitude towards technology as well as their technology competencies impact the extent of use of digital tools[5]. Technophobic teachers could pose a great threat to the smooth implementation of ICTs in schools as they focus on a large set of variables prior to the acceptance of technology. The continuance of technology acceptance by teachers concentrates on fundamental aspects like ease of use and usefulness of technology. This paper attempts to gauge the relationship between teacher competence and use behavior under the mediating influence of ease of use [6].

Literature Review

For teachers to be able to successfully integrate ICTs into teaching, they would require a vast new array of ICT competencies which include creativity, flexibility and logistic skills for assigning work to student groups and collaborating with them. To assume the new roles, teachers would need to upgrade their existing ICT competencies and acquire new pedagogical skills to be able to successfully integrate technology in the classroom[7]. Research reveals that several teacher level factors influence the implementation of innovative ICT usage in education. Teachers who are “personal entrepreneurs” are important for the integration of ICT in education [8].

While there are mixed opinions on the policy design relating to implementation of ICTs in schools versus their actual use of digital technology in the classrooms, several studies suggest a close correlation between teachers’ digital competencies and their professional use of technology and there are others who point out the close correlation between teacher attitudes towards technology and the actual use of digital tools in the classrooms[9].

Though there is a lot of literature pointing out the array of facilitating factors like access to technology, training for teachers, favourable policy environment that would ensure smooth ICT integration into teaching learning paradigm there is little proof to establish the high level technology use by the teaching community. This suggests that teachers’ pedagogical beliefs may also have a great impact on the way they improvise on the use of technology in the classroom environment[10]. As there is a strong relation between teachers’ pedagogical beliefs and the actual technology integration practices a deliberate initiative may be required to change these beliefs along with a focused emphasis on teachers’ professional
development[11]. It was found that the Teachers’ creative use of technology in classrooms are guided by environmental, social, personal and curricular issues[12]. Teachers are dependent on the school administrators for technology equipment resources as well as other support facilities to successfully integrate technology in to their classroom and have expressed the need for computer integrated training as many among them are limited to using internet from among the wide pool of computer application tools for teaching and learning[13].

To successfully integrate technology, there is agreement in the literature that a change in pedagogical practices that make ICT less peripheral in classroom teaching[14] would be required. In another attempt to study reasons for slow progress in technology integration by teachers the researcher found that perceived usefulness of computer technology had a direct and significant impact on the intention to use it while the ease of use of technology had an indirect yet significant impact on the intention to use it. The study also reiterated that subjective norms, emerging from the influence of external expectations had no direct or indirect effect on the intention to use technology[15].

Teacher Technology Competence

Teacher Technology Competence is the teachers’ perception on ability to use ICT for personal and professional purposes. Teachers’ ICT skills and ICT competence are critical factors that determine their decisions to apply ICT in their instruction. In the paper titled “Teachers’ Decisions to Use ICT in Classroom Practice: An Investigation Based on Decomposed Theory of Planned Behavior “ the authors pointed out that primary factors determining the use of ICT in classroom practice relate to facilitating conditions in the schools and teachers’ self-efficacy. On the other hand, perceived usefulness of ICT, perceived ease of use, compatibility and normative beliefs seem to have minor impact on teachers’ actual usage of ICT in classroom settings[16].

Teacher professional development could be viewed as a schematized, early, perpetual, unswerving and stage-wise process of professional development of educators in accordance with professional competency standards and frameworks. Teacher professional development would also include training in the adaptation to the evolution of change of the profession of teachers to managers of education systems. Professional development in the context of ICT can be placed under three broad headings, namely learning how to use ICT, learning through ICT and integration of ICT in teaching and teacher learning.

National policy on ICT in School Education, MHRD, India (2009, revised 2012) presents three stages of ICT literacy that constitute set of competencies for students and teachers: basic level includes ability to operate a computer, manage data, word and data processing tasks, troubleshoot basic storage, use input output devices, email - web surfing - search engines, anti-virus, operate - manage content from external devices (sound recorders, digital cameras, scanners etc.); intermediate level includes ability to create and manage content using software applications, use digital devices, websites, search engines; advanced level includes capability to use database applications, use of ICT for problem
solving, audio-video communication, research, documentation, presentation, collaborative - collaborative learning and handle cyber - copyright issues. These levels or stages constitute set of ICT competencies for teachers and students. [17]

Based in Netherlands a study explored the factors that stimulated or impeded the innovative use of ICT by teachers in schools, defined innovative use of ICT as the applications supplementing the educational objectives derived from the needs of the current knowledge society. The paper emphasized the need for teachers to act as personal entrepreneurs more than anything else for successful integration of ICTs in schools. The paper highlighted school level factors and involvement of teacher training institutes having limited importance in such implementations.

Research has shown that will (positive attitudes), skill (technology competency), and tool (access to technology tools) are all essential ingredients for a teacher to effectively integrate information technology into classroom practices. The results indicated that lack of teacher anxiety was the most important dimension of attitude that impacted the integration process, and that skill was the strongest predictor of classroom integration of technology by the teachers [18]. [19] Listed 20 basic technology skills that all educators should now have. These include word-processing skills, spreadsheet skills, database skills, electronic presentation, Web navigation, e-mail management skills, file management and Windows Explorer skills, Farrell & Isaacs (2007) ascertained that some of the new computer literacy skills are electronic gaming, synchronous and asynchronous communication, weblogs, webpages, and multimedia text production. UNESCO (2002) said that training and professional development will need to focus on the ability to know why, when, where, and how ICT tools will contribute to teaching objectives and how to choose among a range of ICT tools. UNESCO also emphasized training in the ability to analyze, use, and evaluate CD-ROMS, websites, video, audio, courseware, and to assist students to find, compare, and analyze information from the Internet and from other sources related to subject areas.

**Ease of Use**

Perceived ease of use refers to the degree to which an individual believes that a technology is easy to understand and operate or the degree to which using the particular technology would be an easy task, free of additional efforts (Davis, 1989). Technologies that are perceived to be less complex in using have higher possibility of adoption by potential users. [20] found that there was an increasing teacher confidence and motivation which were crucial mediating factors on teacher use of ICT. They also suggested in the report that teacher attitudes, including their confidence and willingness to use ICT, were changing as a result of the network upgrade. As with the provision of laptops, learning to use the network and realizing what it offered, all had a positive impact on both their skill levels and on their willingness to use ICT. Increased use followed increased confidence, which led to increased use.

From previous studies there are a number of factors which have been identified relating to the perceived ease of use of ICT, which in this case is for experienced practicing ICT/IT users. As
identified by the impact project [21]. Some of these are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive factors</th>
<th>Negative factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>regular use and experience of ICT outside the classroom</td>
<td>difficulties in using software/hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ownership of a computer</td>
<td>need more technical support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confidence in using ICT</td>
<td>not enough time to use ICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>easy to control the class</td>
<td>is too expensive to use regularly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>easy to think of new lesson ideas</td>
<td>insufficient access to the resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can get help and advice from colleagues</td>
<td>restricts the content of the lessons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Positive and negative factors influencing perceived ease of use, Source: (Cox, Christina Preston, & Kate Cox, 1999.)

[22] While investigating factors affecting users' perception over adoption of technology found that communication channels played a critical role in determining usefulness perceptions towards IT adoption. Also influential in this regard was the quality of relationship between managers and peers as well as the self-efficacy of the users in deciding the perceived ease of use.

Use behavior

[21] stated that, while teacher use of ICT for report writing, communication, planning and creating resources showed an overall increase, likewise did the integration of ICT into daily teaching and learning increase. The findings clearly indicated an increase in pedagogical and professional use of ICT. This increase was attributed to the presence of strong and reliable network and other ICT resources which were now more readily available than before and robustness of the upgraded systems.

[22] elaborated on users’ beliefs and attitudes changing over a period of time and impacting their IT usage. Several other literatures have also confirmed that experience with the use of technology had an influence on intention to use and actual use of information technology [23].

[24] indicated that there are differences in technology integration and technology uses based on the grades where the implementation was taking place in the school. Teachers at the various grade levels differed in how technology was integrated and used in their classrooms. Research indicated that professional development opportunities were important to bring teachers together to discuss and share ideas for integrating technology and also showed that teachers needed to learn to integrate technology within the context of their classroom through practice, reflection, and sharing of teaching practices.

[25] in their study titled, “Exploring the link between teachers’ educational belief profiles and different types of computer use in the classroom”, analyzed the relationship between teachers’ educational beliefs and their typical approach to computer use in the classroom. A cluster analysis attempted in the research showed four distinct
teacher profiles, based on varying levels of traditional and constructivist beliefs teachers held about education. Overall results indicated that teachers with relatively strong constructivist beliefs who also had strong traditional beliefs reported a higher frequency of computer usage. In addition, results pointed at a specific relationship between teachers’ belief profiles and the way computers were used in their classroom. The teacher beliefs were significant determinants in explaining why teachers adopted computers in the classroom.

[26] In the study titled, “Attitudes and knowledge level of teachers in ICT use: The case of Turkish teachers”, tried to determine teachers’ influence in the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) at schools. Variables like years of experience, gender, the duration of computer and internet use, were analyzed to determine the attitude, level of knowledge on and the frequency of ICT use among teachers. The study was conducted with 1540 primary school teachers using the knowledge, use and attitude scales of ICT. The results revealed that the most commonly used and well-known ICT types among teachers were the Internet, e-mail and word processing features, and teachers’ attitudes towards computers and the Internet were generally positive. It was also found that their attitudes varied with their years of experience and levels of knowledge.

[27] Investigated the acceptance of different types of ICT applications across genders and ethnic groups and found that across genders females were found to be less positive in their computer attitudes when compared to the male counterparts. Literature shows that effective use of computers is dependent on the teachers’ intentions, personal beliefs and attitudes towards teaching with technology [28];[29]. Teachers’ attitudes towards technology greatly influenced their acceptance of the usefulness of technology and its integration in teaching.

Relationship between Teacher Technology Competence and Ease of Use

Teachers need sufficient ICT skills to implement the technology and to have high confident level to use it in a classroom setting. Besides, teachers require insight into the pedagogical role of ICT, in order to use it meaningfully in their instructional process [30]. According to [31] teachers who have gone through ICT courses are more effective in teaching by using technology tools as opposed to those that have no experience in such training. A school in Ireland reported that teachers who did not develop sufficient confidence avoided using ICT. Similar case happened in Canada, some teachers admitted they were reluctant ICT users because they worried they might get embarrassed that the students knew more about the technology than they did [30]. There is adequate research evidence that for teachers technology competence could lead lead to its relative ease of use.

Relationship between teacher Technology Competence and use behavior

Results of a previous research [32] show that teachers only focus on a traditional - centered approach when developing ICT skills in the classroom. While teachers are having high confidence and competency in using ICT in classroom their usage pattern does not represent a large variety of ICT tools. This is because they believe that ICT is a tool could help in learning
process especially to relate with real life practices. The research shows that the relationship between competency and confidence could reflect the balances between training and pedagogically focused approaches in ICT professional development. With this, the school management could make sure that there are sufficient supports for the teachers to integrate ICT in the classroom. Earlier studies have predicted teacher technology competence by their openness to change and technology integration was predicted by teacher openness to change and percentage of technology use[33].

Methodology

This study was conducted in the Indian state of Kerala. A sample of 387 teachers from government high schools and higher secondary schools from across 14 districts in the state were selected using random proportionate sampling method. An exploratory research was carried out in the first phase of the study to identify the premise for technology adoption by teachers in schools in the state. Technology integration and barriers to its adoption served as the initial keywords for the literature review. A questionnaire was formed after the exploratory phase which was used to collect the data for the study. The questionnaire comprised of two parts. The first part of the questionnaire comprised of questions inquiring about the demographic information of the respondents and their general technology usage pattern while the second part of the questionnaire consisted of 5 point Likert type questions where ‘1’ represented the least agreement with the statement and ‘5’ represented the highest agreement. To study teacher technology competence the construct related to teacher technology skill from the TPACK framework[34]. While ease of use and use behavior constructs were adopted from the TAM framework[35]. A descriptive design was adopted in the next stage of the study which falls into a conclusive design. The 14 districts which were divided into three zones and a zone wise proportion of teachers was considered while apportioning the sample to each of the respective three zones. An exploratory factor analysis was followed by confirmatory factor analysis was done to ascertain the variables viz., teacher technology competence, ease of use and use behavior.

Establishing the existence of interactive mediation effect-Sobel, Aroian and Goodman test models

The researcher attempted to study the mediation effect of ease of use of technology impacting the relationship between teacher technology competence and use behavior of technology. A basic causal relationship requires only independent and dependent variable. A third type of variable, the intervening variable, appears in more complex causal relationships. It comes between the independent and dependent variables and shows the link or mechanism between them. Advances in knowledge depend not only on documenting cause and effect relationship but also on specifying the mechanisms that account for the causal relation. In a sense, the intervening variable acts as a dependent variable with respect to independent variable and acts as an independent variable toward the dependent. Consider a model that proposes that some independent variable (X) is correlated with some
dependent variable (Y) not because it exerts some direct effect upon the dependent variable, but because it causes changes in an intervening or mediating variable (M), and then the mediating variable causes changes in the dependent variable. Management scientists tend to refer to the $X \rightarrow M \rightarrow Y$ relationship as “mediation.” [36] reviewed fourteen different methods that have been proposed for testing models that include intervening variables as Causal Steps. This is the approach that has most directly descended from the work of Judd, Baron, and Kenny and which has most often been employed by psychologists. Using this approach, the criteria for establishing mediation, which is nicely summarized by[37]. One method for testing the mediation effect or intervening effect is to deploy the Sobel test. The Sobel test statistic is computed by dividing the indirect effect coefficient by its standard error. This test statistic is usually evaluated by comparing it to the standard normal distribution. The most commonly employed standard error is[38] first-order approximation, which is computed as $\sqrt{\sigma^2_\beta + \sigma^2_\alpha}$, where $\alpha$ is the zero-order correlation or unstandardized regression coefficient for predicting M from X, $\sigma^2_\beta$ is the standard error for that coefficient, $\beta$ is the standardized or unstandardized partial regression coefficient for predicting Y from M controlling for X, and $\sigma^2_\alpha$ is the standard error for that coefficient. Details can be found in [38]; [38].

In the shadow of above references, the mediation effect of ease of use on the relationship between teacher technology competence and use behavior was proposed and tested. Teacher technology competence and ease of use were considered as the independent variables and use behavior was considered as the dependent variable. The hypothesis framed to test the mediator effect was as follows:

$H_1$: Ease of Use interaction mediates the relationship between Teacher Technology Competence and Use Behaviour

The correlation between the independent variables to that of Use Behaviour was checked. Table 1 shows

![Figure 1.1 Diagram of Mediation effect](image1)
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that Use Behaviour is strongly correlated to Teacher Technology Competence \( r = 0.521 \) when compared with Ease of Use Interaction \( r = 0.401 \). To trace the mediation effect, Ease of Use Interaction was taken as the control variable and partial correlation was attempted.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Use Behaviour} & \text{Teacher Technology Competence} & \text{Ease of Use} \\
\hline
\text{Pearson Correlation} & .521** & .401** \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table 2: Correlations

In order to find out the effect of the mediating variable, Sobel test, Arorian test and Goodman test was performed. A variable may be considered a mediator to the extent to which it carries the influence of a given independent variable to a given dependent. Ease of Use of technology can be considered as the facilitating premise that enhances teacher technology competence which leads to increased use of technology.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Input} & \text{Model} & \text{Test Statistic} & \text{Std. Error} & \text{p-Value} \\
\hline
A & Sobel & 4.1161 & 0.0209 & P < 0.05 \\
B & Arorian & 4.0862 & 0.02108 & P < 0.05 \\
S_a & Godman & 4.1466 & 0.02077 & P < 0.05 \\
S_b & & & & \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Table 3 Results of study

All the models to prove the mediation effect of Ease of Use interaction were found to be significant (Sobel = 4.623, Aronian = 4.608, Godman = 4.638 p<0.05) which implied that along with teacher technology competence, there should be Ease of Use of technology to enhance Use behaviour of technology among teachers.

Discussion

The study found a positive correlation between teacher technology competence and their technology use as supported by several other research results. One such study refers to the use of technology by teachers in the schools as ‘institutionalized use’[40] and has confirmed the positive association. Factors like computer attributes, cultural perception along with computer competence according to [41] were significant predictors of teachers’ attitude towards technology. The current study investigated how ICT use behavior of teachers was related to the teacher technology competence and also tested the mediation effect of ease of use between these two variables. The results confirmed a positive and significant relation between teacher competence and technology use behavior among teachers and it was also found that ease of use mediated the relationship between these two variables. While many researchers have investigated the barriers to technology integration in schools among the teaching community, it is imperative to understand whether these teachers really possess required competencies to make technology integration a reality. The results implied that greater teacher technology competence would indicate greater ICT use and hence greater ICT integration, these findings are unlike those studies[42] that have emphasized teachers’ self-
efficacy and perceived usefulness of technology as the sole predictors of use behavior. The study resulted in findings that were congruent with those [43];[44];[45] who have utilized usage and not ability, to indicate teachers’ proficiency in technology integration. It must be noted at this juncture that mere usage of computers does not guarantee technology integration; teachers need to understand how to use technology in their respective disciplines and content areas. Only an in depth understanding of how to embed technology in a specific domain of study would ensure true technology enabled and embedded teaching. Therefore the quality of training programs do matter as suggested by past studies[46]. Professional training of teachers has been emphasized as the most important factor that could improve technology integration[47]. As hypothesized by the current study, ease of use was also found to have a positive correlation with use of technology which supported the findings of several other studies like[48]. While some other researchers have suggested an indirect but significant relation between ease of use and use of technology[49]. It must be noted that teachers may consider a rich set of factors to initially accept technology means in the classroom environment, but for its continued acceptance, ease of use is an essential element[50]. The current study found that ease of use had a strong mediation effect on the relationship between teacher technology competence and use of technology. The results only strengthen the argument that ease of use plays a critical role in ascertaining teachers’ decision to use ICTs. As the teachers who are the potential users of these educational ICTs, gain greater experience in using these system tools they perceive them as easy to use and become more confident with technology [51]. Therefore role of ease of use of ICTs, in mediating the relationship between teacher technology competence and use behavior can be viewed as crucial for successful technology integration.

**Conclusion**

This paper presents a set of results that are empirically tested on a sample of 387 high school and higher secondary school teachers from across 14 districts of Kerala a southern state in India. A majority of these respondents had a teaching experience of more than eleven years and had been using computers for more than five years. The results reveal that technology competence among these teachers was moderately but positively correlated to their actual use of technology and this relationship was found to be mediated by ease of use. This finding suggests that greater investments in teacher training programmes would yield high returns in terms of improved technology competence and in turn result in greater technology usage among them. Improved technology competence in teachers would ensure better technology integration in classrooms which would not only be facilitating technology enabled learning among students but also streamline technology embedded learning. Ease of use of technology has emerged as a powerful mediating variable in strengthening the relationship between teacher technology competence and use behavior signaling that not only its acceptance but the continued usage of technology by teachers can be pledged if they perceive it to be easy to use. The school leadership could ensure greater ease of use...
of technology by providing necessary assistance to teachers by way of technical and operational help through user friendly manuals, hands-on trainings and proficient technicians who could process teacher requests on time and clarify their technology related queries.
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